Pollination game
– – – – – –

Background
Species that pollinate plants are very diverse ranging
from insects such as bees, flies, ants, beetles and butterflies to birds and mammals such as hummingbirds and
bats. For many pollinators vision is an important sense
used to find suitable flowers. However, colour vision and
perception can vary, and different type of pollinators are
often attracted to differently coloured flowers. This is
also in the interest of the plant, as it ensures that its pollen ends up on other flowers of the same species.
This game demonstrates how variation in the visual
environment, and in pollinators vision, can change the
direction and strength of selection maintaining diversity
in floral coloration.
Materials
* 3 x A2 sheets of green cardboard and 3 x A2 sheets
of yellow cardboard
* Scissors
* Paint brushes
* UV-reflecting / fluorescent green and yellow paints
* 2 UV-flashlights

Preparing the game
* Use two of the A2 sheets/colour for the backgrounds (Figure 2). You can use a similarly coloured UVpaint to paint leaves or some other patterns on the background to increase its visual complexity.
* From the extra A2 sheets, cut 20 similarly shaped
and sized green and yellow flowers respectively.
* Paint the middle of the paper flower with the similarly coloured UV-paint (Figure 1).

How to play the game?
Put the yellow and green backgrounds on the floor,
and for each background lay 10 yellow flowers and 10
green flowers on top of it. This game is a variation on a
relay-race. Participants are divided into two teams, rep-

resenting two competing bee nests. One team will forage honeydew and pollinate on the ‘green field’ (= green
background) and the other team will pollinate on the
‘yellow field’ (= yellow background). Depending on the
space that you can use – the distance between the backgrounds and teams can vary from 5 – 10 m. If you want to
include the second round with the UV-vision, it would be
good to play this game inside because the effect from the
UV-painted patterns in a slightly darkened room becomes
more visible.
First round – pollinators have similar colour vision
to humans.
To pollinate the flower, a player needs to run to the
background, pick up the paper flower from the field and
bring it to the nest (Figure 2). After that, the player will
send the next team member (e.g. by high fiving the next
runner) to the background to collect the next flower.
Teams have a 1 minute to collect the flowers one by one.
For 20 players (10 per team) that is normally enough
for them to collect approx. 50% of the flowers from the
background and have each player visit the background/
field once. With a smaller number of players, the teams
can have several rounds on the field as long as there is

enough time left. When the time is up, teams will calculate how many yellow and how many green flowers they
collected and write it down. After that, the teacher will
return flowers back to their backgrounds.
Second round – now pollinators see also ultraviolet
colour
The second round is played in the same way as the
first round, except now there needs to be one volunteer
per team who will light the background and its flowers
with a UV-flashlight. This makes the painted UV-patterns
glow and changes how the flowers and background appear for the players (Figure 2). At this stage, the teacher
can remind participants that unlike humans, many pollinators like bees can see ultraviolet colour, which makes
their ‘world’ look different to ours. Again, after the game
time is up, teams can calculate how many flowers they
collected (who won) - and how many green and yellow
flower they collected.

Questions to discuss after the game
1) How do the frequencies of pollinated (=collected)
flowers differ between the yellow and green fields?
Since players are in a hurry during the competition,
they are likely to first pick up the flowers that are easiest
to detect first e.g. green ones on the yellow background
and yellow ones on the green background.
2) How would the frequencies of yellow and green
flowers change on different background environments if
pollinators prefer yellow flowers on the green field and
green flowers on the yellow field?
If we assume that yellow flowers that got pollinated
will produce seeds for the plants with yellow flowers and
green flowers that got pollinated will produce seeds for
the plants with green flowers, the frequency of yellow
flowers should increase year by year on the green field
and vice versa on the yellow field. You can visualize this
by replacing green flowers with yellow ones on the green
background while explaining this to participants.
3) How did the results of the second -round change
when bees ‘evolved’ UV-vision? What characteristics did
you pay attention to when detecting the flower?
Differences in pollinated flower colour frequencies
are likely to diminish a little bit as UV-painted centres of
green and yellow flowers glow equally conspicuously for
the players.

4) Based on your observations and experiences during
this game – what factors can shape the evolution of and
maintain diversity in flower colouration?
* Variation in the visual background. In nature for example, variation in the light environment (shady habitats
vs. light habitats) could make visual environments different for plants and pollinators.
* Variation in pollinator sensory systems can favour
different colours but also different characteristics of
flowers.
Evolutionary mechanisms that this game demonstrates:
– Variation > Variation in flower colouration
– Fitness > Flowers that got pollinated and were able
to produce seeds
– Selection pressure > Pollinators and which flowers
they choose to pollinate
– Variation in the strength and direction of selection
> Selection favours differently coloured flowers on different backgrounds (i.e. ‘meadows’). With UV-patterns and
UV-vision the strength of selection changes, and players
perhaps pay attention to different characteristics in the
flowers.

